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Abstract

The morphology and density of black carbon (BC) cores in internally mixed BC (In-BC)
particles affects their mixing state and absorption enhancement. In this work, we de-
veloped a new method to measure the morphology and effective density of BC cores
of ambient In-BC particles using a single particle soot photometer (SP2) and a volatil-5

ity tandem differential mobility analyzer (VTDMA), during the CAREBeijing-2013 cam-
paign from 8 to 27 July 2013 at Xianghe Observatory. The new measurement system
can select size-resolved ambient In-BC particles and measure the mobility size and
mass of In-BC cores. The morphology and effective density of ambient In-BC cores are
then calculated. For In-BC cores in the atmosphere, changes in the dynamic shape fac-10

tor (χ ) and effective density (ρeff) can be characterized as a function of aging process
(Dp/Dc) measured by SP2 and VTDMA. During an intensive field study, the ambient In-

BC cores had an average χ of ∼ 1.2 and an average density of ∼ 1.2 gcm−3, indicating
that ambient In-BC cores have a near-spherical shape with an internal void of ∼ 30 %.
With the measured morphology and density, the average shell/core ratio and absorp-15

tion enhancement (Eab) from ambient black carbon were estimated to be 2.1–2.7 and
1.6–1.9 for different sizes of In-BC particles at 200–350 nm. When assuming the In-BC
cores have a void-free BC sphere with a density of 1.8 gcm−3, the shell/core ratio and
Eab could be overestimated by ∼ 13 and ∼ 17 % respectively. The new approach devel-
oped in this work will help improve calculations of mixing state and optical properties20

of ambient In-BC particles by quantification of changes in morphology and density of
ambient In-BC cores during aging process.

1 Introduction

The light-absorbing capability of black carbon (BC) particles closely relates to their mor-
phology and density in the atmosphere (Zhang et al., 2008; Rissler et al., 2014). The25

morphology and density of BC particles is affected by their aging processes (Rissler
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et al., 2013; Geller et al., 2006). Fresh or externally mixed BC (Ex-BC) particles close to
emission sources exist in fractal-like agglomerates, consisting of small BC spherules
with a size of 15–30 nm formed via coagulation processes (Park et al., 2003; Slowik
et al., 2004). BC particle then undergoes significant changes in physicochemical char-
acteristics during aging process in the atmosphere, forming the internally mixed BC5

(In-BC) particle consisting of BC core and coating materials (Cheng et al., 2006).
When coated with a non-absorbing shell, void-containing BC particle with open struc-
ture transforms into a compact BC core with a near-spherical morphology, less internal
voids, and higher density, resulting in a decrease of core size and an increase of re-
fractive index for BC core (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Qiu et al., 2012; Khalizov et al.,10

2013). According to Mie theory, the absorption enhancement of In-BC was depended
on its BC core size, coating thickness, and refractive index of both BC core and coat-
ings (Fuller et al., 1999; Bond et al., 2006; Lack and Cappa, 2010). In this regard,
understanding the atmospheric evolution of the morphology and density of BC core is
important for investigating optical properties of In-BC particles, given that the size and15

refractive index of BC core are determined by its morphology and density (Adler et al.,
2010; Scarnato et al., 2013; Radney et al., 2014).

By now, the absorption enhancement of In-BC particles is still unclear, partly due to
lack of understanding on the evolution of morphology and density of BC particles in
the atmosphere (Xue et al., 2009a; Knox et al., 2009; Chan et al., 2011; Cappa et al.,20

2012). Recent in-situ measurements argued that the absorption enhancement of In-
BC particles may have been overestimated in previous estimates (Cappa et al., 2012),
because they usually treated the In-BC core as spherical with no voids throughout
the atmospheric lifetime when calculating absorption enhancement of In-BC particles
(Jacobson et al., 2000, 2001; Bond et al., 2006). This improper assumption may lead25

to significant biases on absorption enhancement estimates by omitting the evolution of
morphology and density of BC core during atmospheric aging as well as the impact of
aging time to absorption enhancement.
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To quantify how the morphology and density changes of BC cores impact the absorp-
tion enhancement of ambient In-BC particles, an online measurement system must be
developed with the capability that can separate Ex-BC and In-BC particles, because
those Ex-BC fractions can induce unpredictable errors when calculating morphology
of In-BC cores. The morphology of aerosol particles can be measured by several5

measurement techniques including transmission electron microscopy (TEM), angular
light scattering (ALS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), differential mobility analyzer–
electrical low pressure impactors (DMA–ELPI), and a differential mobility analyzer–
aerosol particle mass analyzers (DMA–APM) (Köylü et al., 1995; Sgro et al., 2003;
Maricq et al., 2004; McMurry et al., 2002). However, none of them can distinguish10

Ex-BC and In-BC cores in the atmosphere. Changes in core morphology and den-
sity of In-BC particles are usually assessed in laboratorial experiments with generated
BC cores by mimicking the formation of In-BC particles during atmospheric aging (e.g.,
Qiu et al., 2012). For example, DMA-APM combined with a heating unit can remove the
coating materials of BC-containing particles and estimate the morphology and density15

BC component by measuring the mobility size and particle mass of BC core (Zhang
et al., 2008; Pagels et al., 2009). Because DMA-APM cannot separate the influence
from Ex-BC particles, it is only used in laboratory measurements with generated Ex-
BC or In-BC particles (McMurry et al., 2002; Xue et al., 2009b).

In this study, we develop a novel method for in-situ measurements of the morphology20

and effective density of ambient In-BC cores using a volatility tandem differential mo-
bility analyzer (VTDMA) and a single particle soot photometer (SP2). This combined
VTDMA-SP2 system provides direct measurement of the mobility size and single parti-
cle mass of In-BC cores, which are then used to determine the morphology and effec-
tive density. Evolution of morphology and density of ambient In-BC cores during aging25

process are characterized with the new approach. Finally, absorption enhancement
of ambient In-BC aerosols is estimated, taking into core morphology and density into
account.
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2 Methods and data

2.1 Measurement system

The new measurement system is developed to obtain the morphology, density, mixing
state and optical properties of ambient In-BC particles, as shown in Fig. 1. The system
is consisted by a VTDMA and a SP2. Ambient aerosols were collected using a sampling5

system, comprising a PM10 cyclone inlet and a silica-gel diffusion dryer system (Tuch
et al., 2009).

The VTDMA section, including two differential mobility analyzers (DMA), two con-
densation particle counters (CPC), and two thermo-denuders, is used to determine the
mobility size (Dm) of In-BC cores. The VTDMA method investigates the mixing state of10

BC particle by measuring the change of aerosol particle size at different temperatures.
Specifications for the VTDMA have been documented in previous literatures (Philip-
pin et al., 2004; Wehner et al., 2009; Cheng et al., 2012). Briefly, quasi-monodisperse
particles with sizes of 200, 250, 300 and 350 nm are pre-selected using the first DMA
(DMA1) and counted with the first CPC (CPC1). These prescribed particles passed15

through a thermo-denuder at 300 ◦C (or at 25 ◦C for the control group), then BC as
a refractory component will remain in the particle phase after heating while the rest
component tends to evaporate resulting in a change of particle size (Cheng et al.,
2009). Therefore, the Ex-BC size has no or slight change, but the In-BC size will be
significantly decreased due to the evaporation of coatings. The change is then mea-20

sured by the second DMA (DMA2) and CPC (CPC2) to discriminate In-BC from Ex-BC
and derive the Dm of In-BC cores.

SP2 measurements are used obtain the mass (m) of individual In-BC core and the
scattering cross section of individual In-BC particle. Specifications for the SP2 instru-
ment can be found in previous publications (Schwarz et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2007;25

Sedlacek et al., 2012). SP2 also measures quasi-monodisperse particles selected by
the DMA1 in four sizes (200, 250, 300 and 350 nm), recording their incandescent and
scattering signals induced by a Nd:YAG intra-cavity laser at 1064 nm. The incandes-
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cent light can be produced when refractory BC is heated to more than 4000 ◦C by
absorbing laser light at 1064 nm, thus the mass of BC particle is identified by its in-
candescent intensity. Furthermore, the In-BC particle can be distinguished using the
delay time between the peaks of the scattering and incandescent signals (Sedlacek
et al., 2012). In our study, a delay time of 1.6 µs was chosen to discriminate between5

Ex-BC (< 1.6 µs) and In-BC (≥ 1.6 µs) types, based on the delay time distribution ob-
tained from the SP2 measurements (see Fig. S1 in the Supplement). The mass (m)
of individual In-BC core is determined from the incandescent intensities, which is cali-
brated by the incandescent intensities of Aquadag particles in SP2 (Gysel et al., 2011;
Moteki and Kondo, 2010; Baumgardner et al., 2012). Coatings of In-BC particles grad-10

ually volatilize through the laser beam due to thermal radiation from BC component,
causing the changes in scattering properties of In-BC particles. The initial scattering in-
tensity of individual In-BC particle is derived from the leading-edge-only (LEO) fit (Gao
et al., 2007) to determine its scattering cross section (Cs) based on calibration using
polystyrene latex spheres (PSL). The validity of LEO fit used for ambient particles is15

checked in our study (see Fig. S2).
The measurement system was deployed at the Xianghe Atmospheric Observatory

(39.80◦ N, 116.96◦ E) from 8 to 27 July 2013, as part of CAREBeijing-2013 campaign.
The Xianghe site is located in southeast Beijing, northwest of Tianjin. The Xianghe
observatory is surrounded by residential areas, about 5 km from the local town center.20

2.2 Theoretical calculation

2.2.1 Morphology and effective density

In this study, the morphology of In-BC cores is characterized by particle size (Dm),
shape factor (χ ), and void ratio (Rvoid) (DeCarlo et al., 2004). Ambient aerosols are
usually non-spherical particles (e.g., BC aggregates), as such, their structural param-25

eters are complex. The size of irregular particles is determined as an equivalent diam-
eter, i.e., mobility diameter (Dm) (Khalizov et al., 2013). Meanwhile, the density of the
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BC core is characterized by effective density (ρeff) (Zhang et al., 2008). These above
parameters can be calculated as follows.

The ρeff of the In-BC core is calculated as the ratio of mass (m, fg) from SP2 mea-
surement to Dm from VTDMA measurement, assuming In-BC core as a sphere. Then
ρeff can be written as:5

ρeff =
6m

πD3
m

. (1)

The χ of the In-BC core is calculated from Dm and volume equivalent diameter (Dve),
as Eq. (2):

χ =
Dm ×Cc(Dve)

Dve ×Cc(Dm)
, (2)

where Dve is calculated from the mass of In-BC core measured by SP2 by assuming10

ρBC of 1.8 gcm−3; Cc is the Cunningham Slip Correction Factor parameterized as:

Cc (D) = 1+
2λ
D

[
α+βexp

(
−γ ×D

2λ

)]
, (3)

where D is the particle size (Dve or Dm) and λ is the mean free path of gas molecules
(65 nm used in our study); the empirical constants α, β and γ are respectively 1.142,
0.558 and 0.999 (Allen and Raabe, 1985).15

Assuming a spherical core of In-BC particle in this study, Rvoid is calculated by the
Dve and Dm of In-BC core, as Eq. (4):

Rvoid = 1−
D3

ve

D3
m

. (4)
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2.2.2 Absorption enhancement

The absorption enhancement (Eab) of In-BC particle is defined as the ratio of the ab-
sorption cross section between BC particles covered with coatings (Cab, p) and bare
BC cores (Cab, c), which is calculated by the core size (Dc), particle size (Dp) and the
refractive indices of non-BC coatings (RInonBC) and BC core (RIc) using Mie model, as5

given in Eq. (5):

Eab =
Cab, p(Dc,Dp,RInonBC,RIc)

Cab, c(Dc,RIc)
. (5)

Dc is derived from the mass (m) of In-BC core measured by SP2 and its density
(ρc). In previous studies, a prescribed ρc value of 1.8 gcm−3 has been used based on
an assumption of void-free spherical core of In-BC particle (Moteki and Kondo, 2010;10

Cappa et al., 2012). In this work, the ρc is characterized by the effective density (ρeff),
taking the morphology (χ and Rvoid) of In-BC core into account. In summary, Dc is
calculated by Eq. (6):

Dc =
(

6m
πρc

)1/3

=
(

6m
πρeff

)1/3

. (6)

Dp is determined by the Mie theory calculation with a shell-and-core mode (Metcalf15

et al., 2013), relating to Cs, Dc and RInonBC and RIc, as shown in Eq. (7):

DP ∼ (Cs,Dc,RInonBC,RIc), (7)

in which Cs is obtained from SP2 scattering signal using LEO fit (Gao et al., 2007);
the RInonBC used in this study is deduced from SP2-VTDMA measurements and Mie
theory calculation, which is presented in the Supplement (Fig. S3). Given that voids in20

In-BC cores can be filled by either air or non-BC components or both, we selected two
ideal cases to calculate the RIc in the following analysis: one is with all voids filled with
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air (RIc(air)), and the other is with all voids filled by non-BC components (RIc(nonBC)),
as Eq. (9):

RIc(air) =
[
nBC × (1−Rvoid)+nair ×Rvoid

]
+
[
kBC × (1−Rvoid)

]
i , (8)

RIc(nonBC) =
[
nBC × (1−Rvoid)+nnonBC ×Rvoid

]
+
[
kBC × (1−Rvoid)

]
i , (9)

where nBC, nair and nnonBC are the real parts of RI for BC materials, air and non-BC5

components (with nBC = 1.95, nair = 1.0 and nnonBC = 1.42); and kBC is the imaginary
part of the refractive index for BC (kBC = 0.79) (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006).

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Comparing volume size distribution of In-BC cores measured by VTDMA
and SP210

Figure 2 presents the volume size distributions of mixed Ex-BC and In-BC cores mea-
sured by VTDMA and In-BC cores measured by SP2 for the four prescribed size ranges
through DMA1. After heating to 300 ◦C, the residual particles measured by VTDMA
mainly include both Ex-BC particles and In-BC cores (Philippin et al., 2004; Cheng
et al., 2009). Bimodal distribution was observed in VTDMA measurements, represent-15

ing the size distributions of Ex-BC and In-BC cores respectively. The peaks at initially
prescribed size ranges represent Ex-BC particles because they did not undergo a size
change after heating. The peaks at smaller size represent the sizes of In-BC cores,
which are 154–201 nm smaller than their initial sizes with coatings (200–350 nm).

For SP2 measurements presented in Fig. 2, size of individual In-BC core was calcu-20

lated by its mass and density of BC (1.8 gcm−3), assuming that In-BC core has a void-
free sphere morphology. The peaks in SP2 measured size distributions of In-BC cores
were 102–161 nm smaller than their initial sizes, remarkably lower than VTDMA mea-
surements. The large discrepancies between SP2 and VTDMA measurements suggest
that the morphology of In-BC cores differed from a void-free spherical shape, because25
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voids in In-BC core have resulted in a lower density and lager size, in which the latter
was observed by VTDMA measurements. In this case, the ρBC of 1.8 gcm−3 used to
calculate the size of BC cores would be inappropriate for SP2 measurements.

3.2 Morphology and effective density of In-BC cores

The size differences of In-BC cores measured by SP2 and VTDMA are then used to de-5

rive the morphology and effective density of In-BC cores. For each mobility size of BC
particles (200, 250, 300 and 350 nm) presented in Fig. 2, the peak in SP2 measure-
ments and the first peak in VTDMA measurements represent the volume equivalent
diameter and the mobility diameter of In-BC cores respectively. The shape factor (χ )
and effective density (ρeff) of In-BC cores are then calculated following Eqs. (1) and (2).10

Figure 3 presented the evolution in χ and ρeff with aging process (Dp/Dc) during Xi-
anghe campaign measurements. The changes in core morphology and effective den-
sity strongly depend on their aging, which is quantified by measuring the size-resolved
ambient In-BC particles with different aging degrees, as shown in Fig. 3. The shape
factor of In-BC cores decreased with aging process following a power law relation-15

ship (Fig. 3a), which confirms that In-BC core transformed to more regular shape with
coatings accumulation. The behavior of measured In-BC cores during the atmospheric
process suggested that their morphology can reach to near sphere with strongly aging
but still differs from the ideal sphere with χ of 1. The effective density of In-BC cores
increased with the aging degree following an exponential function (Fig. 3b), indicating20

that the In-BC cores become more compact during the aging. The effective densities of
In-BC cores observed in this work are significantly lower than the density of a void-free
spherical BC core (1.8 gcm−3), indicating that In-BC cores existed as void-contained
structure in the atmosphere. For the In-BC cores observed during the campaign pe-
riod, the average values of χ and ρeff are 1.2 and 1.2 gcm−3 respectively, indicating25

In-BC cores sampled in this have a near spherical shape with internal voids. Following
the Eq. (4), the average fraction of internal voids is ∼ 30 %. In this case, assumption
of void-free sphere in previous models may have misrepresented the morphology and
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density of In-BC cores in the atmosphere and induced significant uncertainties in esti-
mating optical properties of In-BC particles.

It should be noted that presence of low-volatile coatings could induce biases in mea-
sured mobility size of In-BC cores. Low-volatile coatings remained on the surface of BC
cores at 300 ◦C caused an overestimate of mobility size, leading to overestimates of χ5

and underestimates of ρeff. Figure 3 also presented the relationships between χ , ρeff
and Dp/Dc ratio by assuming 5 % of BC coatings are low-volatile materials (Philippin
et al., 2004). It is found that presence of 5 % low-volatile coatings can lead to ∼ 20 %
uncertainties in average χ and ρeff calculation, and the uncertainties increased with
aging process due to more accumulation of non-volatile coatings. However, the rela-10

tionships between χ , ρeff and Dp/Dc are still valid.

3.3 Effects of In-BC core density on measurements of optical properties

3.3.1 Dp/Dc

Figure 4 presented the number size distribution of size-resolved In-BC particles calcu-
lated by Mie model under different assumptions of In-BC core densities. After selected15

by DMA1, particles still followed poly-dispersed multimodal size distribution. The first
peak represents the single charged particles, which was agreed well with the pre-
scribed size by DMA1 (200, 250, 300 or 350 nm). The second or third peak represents
the distribution of multiple charged particles. To exclude the effects of multiple-charged
particles, we only used single-charged particles around the first peak to investigate the20

shell/core ratios and absorption enhancement of In-BC particles.
As discussed in Sect. 2.2.2, evolution of core density of In-BC in the atmosphere

could impact its absorption enhancement capability as the size and the refractive
indices of BC core are changed during aging. Figure 5 presents the distribution of
shell/core ratio (Dp/Dc) of size-resolved In-BC particles under different assumptions of25

core densities (1.0–1.8 gcm−3) and void types (air or non-BC component). For all size
ranges, higher Dp/Dc ratio are observed following the increase of In-BC core density,
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implying In-BC cores become more compact during aging. Dp/Dc ratio increased by

∼ 25 % when In-BC core density increased from 1.0 to 1.8 gcm−3. Compared to mea-
sured average In-BC core density of 1.2 gcm−3 during the campaign, assuming In-BC
core as a void-free sphere (ρ = 1.8 gcm−3) could overestimate Dp/Dc ratio by 13 %.
This overestimate will then cause an inaccurate assessment on optical properties of5

ambient In-BC particles, which will be discussed in Sect. 3.3.2.
For the whole campaign period, the average Dp/Dc ratio ranged between 2.1–2.7 for

different particle size ranges. Larger particles tend to have higher Dp/Dc ratio, indicat-
ing increased particle size and coating thickness during long range transport. Dp/Dc
ratios are slightly larger for In-BC cores filled with air than for those filled with non-BC10

materials. For individual In-BC particle with a given volume fraction of non-BC compo-
nents measured in SP2, existence of non-BC materials in the voids will decrease the
coating thickness, and thereby shows a lower Dp/Dc ratio compared with internal void
with air.

3.3.2 Absorption enhancement15

Figure 6 presents the light absorption enhancement ratio of size-resolved In-BC par-
ticles calculated by Mie model for different core densities and void types. For ambient
In-BC particles with average core density of 1.2 gcm−3 observed in Xianghe, the aver-
age light absorption enhanced by 1.6–1.9 times due to the atmospheric aging process.
Assuming In-BC core has a void-free spherical core with density of 1.8 gcm−3 in the Mie20

model will overestimate the light absorption enhancement ratio by ∼ 17 %. For polluted
regions with large fraction of fresh emitted BC, current assumptions in climate models
will lead to significant biases in light absorption enhancement calculation. The new ap-
proach developed in this work can estimate the absorption enhancement of ambient
In-BC particles more accurately by considering impacts of In-BC core morphology and25

density on light absorption. In the future, climate models could be improved by including
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measured morphology and density of In-BC cores when more in situ measurements
for different regions are available.

Similar to the Dp/Dc ratio, absorption enhancement of In-BC particles increased with
particle size due to the size growth of BC particles mainly caused by the condensation
of non-BC components on the surface of BC particles. Eab distribution shows one peak5

for observed In-BC particles at 200 nm but two peaks for particles at 250–350 nm,
which can be attributed to various origins of air mass at Xianghe site. Smaller In-BC
particles are mainly from local origin with less enhancement of light absorption due to
weaker aging, while larger particles involve more contribution of regional transportation
with stronger aging, leading to more enhancements of light absorptions. Moreover, Eab10

is greater for In-BC core voids filled with non-BC material than that for air-filled ones,
indicating that the existence of non-BC components in the core voids show a stronger
capability to enhance BC absorption than allocation on the surface of BC core.

4 Conclusions

The light-absorbing capability of In-BC aerosol depends on its morphology and density,15

however, evolution of morphology and density of BC cores in the atmosphere are still
unknown. In this study, we designed a new measurement system with VTDMA and
SP2 in the purpose of measuring morphology and density of ambient In-BC cores.
In the new system, size-resolved ambient In-BC particles are first selected by using
both VTDMA and SP2. The mobility size and mass of In-BC cores are then measured20

by VTDMA and SP2 respectively and used to calculate the morphology and effective
density of In-BC cores. Taking the morphology and density of ambient In-BC cores into
account, our work provides a new insight into the enhancement of light absorption for
In-BC particles in the atmosphere.

With the new system, we quantified the evolution in morphology and density of am-25

bient In-BC cores with aging during an intensive field campaign in North China in 2013
summer. With the aging process, the shape factor and effective density of In-BC cores
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are decreased and increased respectively, indicating that In-BC cores transformed to
a more regular and compact shape during aging. We found that In-BC cores hardly
transform its morphology into a void-free sphere during atmospheric aging process,
and thereby the effective density of most ambient In-BC cores is lower than the BC
material density of 1.8 gcm−3. During the campaign period, the average shape factor5

and effective densities of ambient In-BC cores are ∼ 1.2 and ∼ 1.2 gcm−3 respectively,
implying a near-spherical shape with 30 % internal void of ambient In-BC cores.

Light absorption enhancement of ambient In-BC particles was then calculated by Mie
model. Light absorption enhancement ratio was estimated to be 1.6–1.9 when using
the average In-BC core density (1.2 gcm−3) observed in Xianghe, ∼ 15 % lower than10

estimates with assumption of void-free spherical structure with density of 1.8 gcm−3.
We can then conclude that previous models tend to overestimate the light absorption
of BC particles over polluted regions where large fractions of BC are locally emitted.

With the new measurements techniques developed in this work, absorption enhance-
ment of ambient BC particles can be more accurately with measured morphology and15

density of In-BC cores. To better understand the morphology and density of In-BC
cores during aging process in the atmosphere, more in situ measurements in different
regions should be carried out. In the future, climate models could be possibly improved
by characterizing morphology and density of In-BC cores with the help of in situ mea-
surements.20

The Supplement related to this article is available online at
doi:10.5194/amtd-8-12025-2015-supplement.
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Figure 1. Schematic of instrument setup.
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Figure 2. Normalized volume size distribution of the In-BC cores from SP2 measurements
(black marks and line) and the residual particles from VTDMA measurements at 300 ◦C (red
marks and line); before measurements of SP2 and heating at 300 ◦C, the initial particle size
selected by DMA1 are 200, 250, 300 and 350 nm, respectively; the blue lines represent the
In-BC core size at peaks of volume size distribution from VTDMA and SP2 measurement.
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Figure 3. Changes in χ (a) and ρeff (b) of In-BC cores undergoing aging. The solid lines are
fitted based on the data (circle markers) calculated by the measured peak values for size-
resolved In-BC particles shown in Fig. 2; the dash lines are fitted based on the data (triangle
markers) derived from the assumption of 5 % non-volatile coating fraction; the grey shaded area
represented the uncertainty of morphology and density of In-BC cores obtained from our study.
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Figure 4. The number size distribution of size-resolved ambient In-BC particles with different
core densities and void types.
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Figure 5. The shell/ core (Dp/Dc) ratios of size-resolved ambient In-BC particles with different
core densities and void types.
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Figure 6. Absorption enhancement of size-resolved ambient In-BC particles with different core
densities and void types.
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